
Adjunct Faculty Professional Development Fund
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The Adjunct Faculty Professional Development Fund was established specifically as
part of the Collective Bargaining Agreement between MICA and SEIU Local 500. This
fund is designed to support opportunities that advance the teaching practices, artistic
practices, and scholarship of the adjunct faculty within the college. The Fall 2021 round
of Adjunct Faculty Professional Development Fund received 22 applications, 9 of which
were awarded funding.

Pull
Justin Foreman MFA
Filmmaking MFA

Pull is a short observational documentary film based on the life of a New Hampshire
hay farmer and competitive horse puller named Alan J. Smith. The film will observe the
seasons of New Hampshire and how they affect the work being done on Smith’s farm–
with training his horses, the hay production needed to feed his family, and the horses
themselves. Once an asset of plowing power, many draft horses are now considered
athletes, their sole purpose being to pull as much weight as possible to win ribbons.
This shift from necessity to spectacle is a major theme of the work. This short film will
investigate Smith, who has devoted his time and resources to the tradition, and the
power of the horses and machinery on the farm. This project was awarded $479.88 in
funds.

Wake up Daddy
Clarissa Stowell Gregory
First Year Experience (FYE)

Wake up Daddy is a children’s book that tackles an adult subject: depression and
insomnia. Graphic gouache paintings consume the pages. A young boy assumes the
role of narrator directly stating the world he sees and interacts with. His best playmate
is Daddy–but when all Daddy wants to do is sleep, things change. The story is
personal; recording a family situation and providing a resource for others in this
situation. This project was awarded $1,000.00 in funds.



Art Farm Residency
Rae Red
Open Studies | Young People’s Studio

Art Farm is an artist residency in rural Nebraska where Rae Red was invited to attend
from August 12-September 12, 2021. They built an all-red installation titled Red Range
that is a sister project to a permanent installation completed last fall at the Elsewhere
Museum (Greensboro, NC) titled Red Zone. This project was awarded $637.06 in
funds.

Cheaper Imitation
Tony Lugo
First Year Experience (FYE)

Cheaper Imitation is a public installation made up of sound-emitting sculptures inside
an empty storefront placing the viewer as an “archeologist” tasked to decipher
anthropocentric artifacts. These sounds or synthetic memories are eulogies that
redefine the natural and artificial as human and machine so that the viewer can
experience themselves within the sinuosities of collective simulacra. The sculptures
represent prefigurations of machines beyond the existence of humanity, expressing
sounds informed by the hallucinatory aspects of memory. This project was awarded
$637.06 in funds.

Slow Drift
Jonna McKone
Community Arts MFA

Slow Drift is a project exploring landscapes connected to legacies of enslavement, land
modification, and development that have shaped the environmental history and
collective memory of Maryland. The project explores how suburban spaces are imbued
with the legacies of former plantations–now the site of intensive suburban
development. The work records landscapes, still-lives, architecture, and portraits. Each
image traverses history using non-lens processes, archives, and large format
photography. This project was awarded $1,000.00 in funds.



Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) Expert Certification
John T. Miller
Data Analytics and Visualization

John T. Miller has recently authored a Statistics and Analytics course for Open Studies.
The course emphasizes intermediate Excel skills.  Miller will use funds to become a
certified MOS Expert to improve his proficiency as an instructor for this course. This
project was awarded $100.00 in funds.

The Moon in Sinai
Arpan Roy
Humanistic Studies

“Poetry is the register of the Arabs,” goes a famous saying, referring to the legendary
oral traditions of the roving bards of the Arabian desert that later survived the
intervention of Islam, giving birth to a rich poetic corpus that continues to this day.
These poems traditionally describe epic adventures of warrior-heroes but also
everyday concerns like life and death. The Moon in Sinai is an ethnographic film on the
contemporary continuity of oral poetic traditions by Bedouin inhabitants of the Sinai
peninsula in Egypt. Sinai has become synonymous with tourism for vacation-goers
from Cairo and Israel, and also heavy securitization. What place is there for traditional
oral poetry in this utterly changed social and material landscape? This project was
awarded $1,000.00 in funds.

International Festival of NanoArt
Christopher P Sloan
Information Visualization MA

Christopher P Sloan was invited to participate as a panelist and enter artwork into The
International Festival of NanoArt (Sant Feliu de Guíxols, Spain; September 24-30,
2021). The festival ran in parallel with the 13th International Conference for Physics of
Advanced Materials organized by Alexandru Ioan Cuza University. Artists and scientists
were invited to participate with a maximum of five works per artist/scientist. This
project was awarded $396.00 in funds.



Sustainable Furniture: moving from theory to practice
Sarah Templin
Product Design

A large hurdle in sustainable furniture design is creating healthy alternatives to the most
common cushioning methods which rely on petroleum foams and carcinogenic
adhesives that are unhealthy for the planet, for the workers making the furniture, and
for us to have in our homes. Sarah Templin will use grant funds towards the creation of
proof-of-concept samples that demonstrate healthy, sustainable, circular cushioning
techniques made with the demands of modern factories in mind. This project was
awarded $1,000.00 in funds.


